
Functional Lead of Data Architecture,
Governance & Excellence (m/f/d)

We are Magenta. With Magenta we shape the digital future, which creates sense and
brings happiness, which is exciting and thrilling, fascinating and inspiring. Be part of the

Data & Insights-Team and bring our vision to life.

Own & drive Data Architecture and Data Governance activities within Magenta
Telekom
Overall responsible for Data Warehouse and Big Data Architecture
Establish the Data Governance team by setting strategic goals along with an
implementation roadmap
Take overall responsibility for the organization’s Data Management & Governance
functions as well as related activities

You bring in relevant experience and detailed understanding regarding Data
Governance (a.o. MDM, DQ) & Data Architecture (ideally within DWH and Big Data
infrastructures) and Data Management tasks?
You provide solid understanding of data needs (key enforcer of data policies,
processes, procedures & standards for data related topics)?
You are experienced in project management and have the ability to drive topics?

Magenta is not just a color or a name, but rather a vision: the ultimate promise for the digital
future in Austria.

„The customer
is king" is our
promise.

We want
to win
together.

You can
count on me.
 



We simply do
it because
we can.

No Bullshit Bingo -
we say
what's the matter.

We take
it with
good humor.

That sounds good to you?
THEN WE MIGHT BE THE RIGHT ONES FOR YOU.

Food voucher Flexible working hours Homeoffice

Canteen on site Parking Benefits

We are Magenta, you too?



Nicole Sonnleitner

We will still talk about that later, but you should know: depending on your qualifications,
your experience and your commitment we offer an attractive, market compliant salary of

about EUR 70.000,- per year.

You want to find out more about us? Get a glimpse of our Magenta world.

Apply now!
 

https://www.magenta.at
https://magenta.onlyfy.jobs/apply/wapmwwi4734isqsdx4nzyhz971iprr0

